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Abstract

There are no many contemporary studies of hormonal cycles with large periodicity, like Pribram’s studies of EEG periodicity 
of 7 to 8 years. However, the hormonal cycles with periodicity of 7 years for females and 8 years for males described in ancient 
acupuncture texts make full sense. During the growth and development of the girls when the hormones grow a seven-year 
cycle is obvious with hormonal rearrangement at age 7 when the girls change their teeth, at age 14 when their menstrual 
period starts, at age 21 when their wisdom teeth appear. This is followed by a period of stable hormonal content with two more 
hormonal rearrangements at age 28 and 35. It is followed by a period of hormonal decline with hormonal rearrangements 
at age 42 and 49 (7x7) when the menstrual period stops and the women cannot give birth to children any more. The same 
changes take place in the male body with periodicity 8 years and finishes at age 64 (8x8) when men cannot be sexually active 
any more. The precision of our life planning speaks of super-intelligent wise Creators.  
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Introduction

Years ago, Prof. Karl Pribram reported at a conference 
that they found periodicity in the EEG with a period of 
repetition 7 to 8 years. I told him that if he would split the 
genders, he would get 7-year periodicity for females and 
8-year periodicity for males. I know this from ancient Chinese 
texts, which claim that the development of girls (females) is 
ruled by hormonal rearrangements with periodicity 7 years 
and the development of boys (males) is ruled by hormonal 
rearrangements with periodicity 8 years. I don’t know if Prof. 
Pribram did studies with splitting of the genders or not.

Hormones and Hormonal Rhythms

The name “hormone” come from the Greek word 
“hormao”, which means “exciting”, because the first 

discovered hormones were exciting - depleted in amount mg 
per litter blood they were exciting the whole body. Later, it 
was discovered that there are substances, which in amount 
mg per litter blood were inhibiting the functioning of the 
whole body. They were also called hormones, which is not 
right. Should we name the hormones according to their 
function, we should name them “essence of life” (as they 
are called in the ancient Chinese texts) because in amount 
mg per litter blood they rule and regulate everything in the 
body by exciting or inhibiting. In the ancient Chinese book on 
acupuncture Huang Ti Nei Ching Sue Wen [1] the hormones 
are called “essence of life”. 

Every hormone is secreted at certain time of day or night 
and the periodicity of depletion varies from hours to years. 
The hormonal cycles with short periodicity are well studied, 
but the hormonal cycles with long periodicity (years) are 
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poorly studied. Such is the case of long-term hormonal 
rearrangement in the female body with 7-year periodicity 
of change and the long-term hormonal rearrangement in the 
male body with 8-year periodicity of change.

Female Hormonal Rearrangements with 
Periodicity 7 Years

Looking at the development of girls, we can clearly 
see the hormonal rebalancing every 7 years, which bring 
dramatic changes in girls’ bodies: at age 7 the girls change 
their teeth, at age 14 their menstrual period starts and 
they become physiologically ready to reproduce, at age 21 
the wisdom teeth appear and they become psychologically 
mature women [2]. The hormonal rearrangements at ages 7, 
14, and 21 are 3 points of evolution through revolution- they 
are 3 singularity points on the line of constant hormonal and 
physical growth [2]. 

The 7-year cycle of hormonal rearrangement continues 
in the female body, but after age 21 the hormonal content 
remains the same (it is a horizontal line) with 3 singularity 
points of hormonal rearrangements at ages 21, 28, and 35. At 
age 35, a hormonal decline starts with another 3 singularity 
points of hormonal rearrangements at ages 35, 42, and 49. At 
age 49 (7x7) the menstrual period stops and with this stops 
the ability to reproduce, i.e. to give birth of children [2]. 

Male Hormonal Rearrangements with 
Periodicity 8 Years

Looking at the development of boys, we can clearly 
see the hormonal rebalancing every 8 years, which bring 
dramatic changes in boys’ bodies: at age 8 the boys change 
their teeth, at age 16 the secretion of semen starts and 
they become physiologically ready to reproduce, at age 24 

the wisdom teeth appear and they become psychologically 
mature men [2]. The hormonal rearrangements at ages 8, 
16, and 24 are 3 points of evolution through revolution-they 
are 3 singularity points on the line of constant hormonal and 
physical growth [2]. 

The period of 8-year cycle of hormonal rearrangement 
continues in the male body, but after age 24 the hormonal 
content remains the same (it is a horizontal line) with 
another 3 singularity points of hormonal rearrangements at 
ages 24, 32, and 40. At age 40, a hormonal decline starts with 
another 4 singularity points of hormonal rearrangements 
at ages 40, 48, 56, and 64. At age 64 (8x8) the depletion of 
semen stops and with this stops the ability to reproduce [2]. 

Conclusion

Thus, while the development of the female body consists 
of cycles with 7-year periodicity and each cycle finishes 
with drastic hormonal changes that bring drastic changes 
in their female bodies as if turning a new page of their 
development, the development of the male body consists of 
cycles with 8-year periodicity and each cycle finishes with 
drastic hormonal changes that bring drastic changes in their 
male bodies as if turning new page of their development. 
The mathematical precision of this planning strikes with its 
precision and speaks about wise a priory planning by Super-
intelligent wise Creators.
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